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Abstract
Nowadays, data can be represented and stored by using different formats
ranging from non structured data, typical of file systems, to semi-structured
data, typical of Web sources, to highly structured data, typical of relational
database systems. Therefore, the necessity arises to define new tools and
models for uniformly handling all these heterogeneous information sources.
In this paper we propose both a framework and a conceptual model which aim
at uniformly managing information sources having different nature and struc-
ture for obtaining a global, integrated and uniform representation. We show
also how the proposed framework and the conceptual model can be useful in
many application contexts.
1 Research question
In the last years the information available electronically has dramatically increased;
moreover, in the same period, a growing variety of models and languages for repre-
senting and manipulating this information has been proposed.
Indeed, nowadays, data can be represented and stored by using different formats
ranging from non structured data, typical of file systems, to highly structured data,
typical of relational database systems. In more detail, sometimes data do not have
any structure (as an example images and sounds); sometimes they have an implicit
structure which must be derived by analyzing them; sometimes a rigid and regular
structure exists.
We call “semi-structured data” [1, 7, 17] all those data such that they have some
structure but this is not regular such as that of databases. In the last years the de-
velopment of the Internet led information system researchers to deeply study semi-
structured information sources since data on the Web are generally of this nature.
Traditional systems for managing information sources appear to be inappropri-
ate for: (i) handling the enormous quantity of data typical of the Web, (ii) manag-
ing information sources that do not have a precise structure and, finally, (iii) guar-
anteeing the cooperation and the uniform treatment of both structured and semi-
structured information sources. Therefore, innovative tools, capable to face all the
problems described above, appear to be compulsory.
All these tools should take into account the semantics of involved information
sources; in order to derive it, the necessity arises to identify terminological and
structural properties existing among object classes or subschemes belonging to dif-
ferent information sources (interscheme properties) [2, 4, 10]. Since the number and
the dimension of information sources are great and since the information they store
change quite frequently over time, manual extraction of interscheme properties is
expensive and difficult; therefore, the necessity arises of designing semi-automatic
tools capable to carry out this task. Finally, for uniformly managing information
sources having different nature and structure, it appears mandatory the exploitation
of a conceptual model capable of uniformly representing the various typologies of
sources.
All these considerations led us to define a new framework for uniformly and
semi-automatically handling information sources having great dimensions and dif-
ferent nature and structure. In more detail, the proposed framework consists of three
steps:
  The representation of involved information sources through a new, graph-
based, conceptual model, called SDR-Network, which can be exploited for
defining a metrics allowing to derive and represent the semantics of each in-
volved information source (intrasource semantics).
  The exploitation of both the conceptual model and the corresponding met-
rics for extracting interscheme properties which allow to define the relative
semantics of involved information sources (intersource semantics).
  The exploitation of both intrasource and intersource semantics for obtaining
an integrated and uniform representation of involved information sources.
The availability of both a conceptual model capable to uniformly representing het-
erogeneous information sources and an integrated representation of involved infor-
mation sources can be useful in several application contexts such as data conversion,
message exchange in E-commerce applications, semantic query processing and, fi-
nally, for designing advanced Web search engines.
To the best of our knowledge, SDR-Network is the first proposed conceptual
model well-suited to represent and manipulate with intra- and inter-source seman-
tics of information sources having different structures and natures. Lore’s XML
data model [7] is an interesting previous proposal of a model for representing XML
documents, well suited for representing also OEM and E/R sources. However, this
model has been conceived with different purposes than our model. In particular, it
is supposed to serve querying tasks, rather than the task of representing and manip-
ulating with intra- and inter-source semantics.
Analogously, also the model proposed by [6] for representing XML documents
can be extended to represent also OEM and E/R sources. However, as for Lore’s
XML data model, the model of [6] aims at supporting source querying and not to
represent and handle the semantics of the information sources.
In the sequel of this paper we present the three steps of the framework and,
finally, we give an overview of some possible applications. Due to space constraints
we cannot describe all details of the various steps of the framework. However, the
interested reader can find them in [12, 13, 15, 16, 18].
2 The conceptual model
In order to derive a conceptual model for uniformly representing information sources
having different nature and structure we must face syntactic and semantic difficul-
ties.
In particular, syntactic difficulties arise because models for representing semi-
structured data are various and complex; moreover, they generally represent in-
stances, i.e. extensional data, whereas the metrics we must define for deriving
source semantics (and consequently the conceptual model which it is based on)
refers to object classes, i.e. intensional data; therefore, the necessity arises to derive
the object classes associated to instances represented by classical semi-structured
data models.
Semantic difficulties arise because, in semi-structured information sources, the
various objects of the same class can be described by different properties; in other
words, a certain property could be present only in some objects belonging to a class.
The proposed conceptual model can be obtained by associating to each infor-
mation source   a network   , called SDR-Network (Semantic Distance-
Relevance Network). This can be represented as:
         
where    denotes the set of nodes and    represents the set of arcs. In
more detail, each node is associated to a concept and is characterized by a name1;
each arc can be represented by a triplet  	 

 
, where  is the “source” node, 	
is the “target” node and 
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is a label associated to the arc. 
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is composed, in its








belong to the real interval  .

 
is the semantic distance coefficient; it indicates the capability of the concept
associated to 	 to characterize the concept associated to . 
 
is the semantic
relevance coefficient; it indicates the participation degree of the concept expressed
by 	 in defining the concept associated to . Intuitively, this participation degree
indicates the fraction of instances of the concept associated to  whose complete
definition requires at least one instance of the concept denoted by 	.
An example of an SDR-Network is shown in Figure 1; it is derived from the set
of Italian Central Government Office Information Sources and represents the man-
agement process for projects supported by the European Social Funds. In the figure,
in order to simplify the layout, a dotted node having name  is used to indicate that
the arc incident onto  must be considered incident onto the corresponding solid
1Since a node represents a concept, i.e. an object class, from now on, we use the terms “node”,
“concept” and “object class” interchangeably.
Figure 1: The SDR-Network of the European Social Funds information source
node having the same name. SDR-Network nodes such as Judicial Person, Project,
Payment, etc. represent the involved concepts (i.e., they denote the involved object
classes). The arc Judicial Person, Project,  	 indicates that 95% of judicial
persons are involved in some project. The other arcs have an analogous semantics.
Note that, basically, any information source can be represented as a set of (pos-
sibly structured) concepts and a set of relationships among concepts. Since SDR-
Network nodes and arcs are well suited to represent such concepts and relation-
ships, the SDR-Network can be used to uniformly model most existing information
sources. In this respect, semantic preserving translations have been provided from
some interesting source formats, such as XML, OEM and E/R to SDR-Network
[13, 18].
Both the semantic distance and the semantic relevance define the intrasource
semantics of an information source; in addition they can be exploited for deriving
interscheme properties (which contribute to define the intersource semantics). A
suitable metrics can be defined on the SDR-Network for measuring the semantic
distances and relevances between object classes corresponding to nodes of the SDR-
Network which are not directly connected by an arc. The metrics is based on the




The Path Semantic Distance of a path  in an SDR-Network    is the sum
of the semantic distance coefficients associated to the arcs of  . The Path Semantic
Relevance of a path  in an SDR-Network    is the product of the semantic
relevance coefficients associated to the arcs of  . The D-Shortest-Path between
two nodes  and    in    is the path having the minimum Path Semantic
Distance among all paths connecting  and   . If more then one path exists having
the same minimum Path Semantic Distance we choose, as D-Shortest-Path, one
among those having the maximum Path Semantic Relevance. The CD-Shortest-Path
(Conditional D-Shortest Path) between two nodes  and    in    comprising
an arc , is the path having the minimum Path Semantic Distance among all paths
which connect  and    and comprise . As in the previous definition, if more
than one path exists having the same minimum Path Semantic Distance, one among
those having the maximum Path Semantic Relevance is chosen as the CD-Shortest-
Path. The  

is a path  in    such that the Path Semantic Distance
of  is greater than or equal to  and lesser than 
 . The i-th neighborhood of a
class  (denoted by   ) consists of the set of arcs  	 


 such that: (a) they
do not belong to any neighborhood lesser then ; (b) a CD-Shortest-Path  between
the node of    associated to  and 	 comprising  	 


 exists such that it
is a  

.
3 Extraction of interscheme properties
In this section we show how the conceptual model and the metrics defined above
can be exploited for extracting interscheme properties. These can be classified into
nominal properties, sub-source similarities and assertions between knowledge pat-
terns.
Nominal properties are synonymies, hyponymies or homonymies.  synonymy
between two object classes  and  indicates that they have the same meaning; a
hyponymy from an object class  to an object class  denotes that  has a more spe-
cific meaning than ;  is the hypernym of . An homonymy between two object
classes  and  indicates that they have the same name but different meanings.
A sub-source similarity represents a similitude between fragments of different
sources and corresponds, in the SDR-Network conceptual model, to a similarity
between two sub-nets.
An assertion between knowledge patterns indicates either a subsumption or an
equivalence between knowledge patterns. Roughly speaking knowledge patterns
can be seen as views on involved information sources.
In the next three subsections, we describe the extraction of synonymies and
homonymies, sub-source similarities and assertions between knowledge patterns.
3.1 Extraction of synonymies and homonymies
The technique for extracting synonymies and homonymies among concepts belong-




receives both the SDR-
Networks associated to involved information sources and some lexical synonymies
between names, stored in a Lexical Synonymy Property Dictionary 2. It
returns a Synonymy Dictionary  and an Homonymy Dictionary . Derived
2All considerations regarding the construction of the LSPD and the associated problems can be
found in [13, 18].
properties are fuzzy and are represented as triplets  , where  and  are the
involved concepts and  is a fuzzy coefficient, in the real interval  , expressing
the plausibility of the property.














. Basic similarities are rough properties taking into account only lexical sim-
ilarities and the nearest neighborhoods of involved concepts; these properties are
exploited as the starting point for deriving the real properties. Basic similarities are











into consideration and 

is a coefficient, in the real interval  , denoting the
plausibility of the property; all basic similarities are stored in a Basic Similarity
Dictionary .
The second phase takes the  derived in the first phase as input and detects
synonymies and homonymies between concepts of the information sources into







 is refined. Then, the set of significant synonymies (resp., homonymies) is
constructed by selecting those pairs of concepts whose similarity degree is greater
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must be inversely proportional to their distance; in order to obtain this, a mono-





so that farthest neighborhoods have lightest weights.
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 . (ii) Computing the similarity degree between
 

  and  

  as an objective function associated to the maximum
weight matching on a suitable bipartite weighted graph defined from nodes of both
 

  and  
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; weights are the elements of the succession   described above.
3.2 Extraction of sub-source similarities
The proposed technique for deriving sub-source similarities takes in input a set
of information sources represented by SDR-Networks and a Synonymy Dictionary
 and returns a Subscheme Similarity Dictionary . As for synonymies and









are the involved sub-sources and  is a fuzzy coefficient denot-
ing the plausibility of the property.
Given an information source   and the corresponding SDR-Network
  , the number of possible sub-sources that can be identified in   is ex-
ponential in the number of nodes of   . To avoid the burden of analyzing
such a huge number of sub-sources, the proposed technique for deriving sub-source
similarities first selects only the most promising ones according to the following
rules:

























 corresponds to a rooted sub-net having a
node 











as roots, is carried out by exploiting some information ob-





described in the previous section. In particular, given
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are constructed by determining the promising




















 belonging to the integer interval  .






















; (ii) an edge between










is present in the maximum weight
matching computed on a suitable bipartite graph constructed from the target
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a certain given threshold.
The rationale underlying this approach is that of constructing promising pairs of
sub-sources such that each pair is composed by the maximum possible number of
pairs of concepts whose synonymy has been already stated. In this way it is probable
that the overall similarity degree, resulting for each promising pair of sub-sources,
will be high.
The second step of the technique for deriving sub-source similarities consists
in deriving the similarity degree associated to each pair of promising sub-sources;
this is determined by computing the objective function associated to the maximum
weight matching defined on a suitable bipartite graph, constructed from the concepts
composing the sub-sources of the pair. The exploitation of the maximum weight


















) only if it possible to determine a set of




), each of which being synonym with one of




). The maximum weight matching is exploited for
selecting this set.
3.3 Extraction of complex assertions between knowledge pat-
terns
The approach for extracting complex assertions between knowledge patterns takes
in input a set of semi-structured information sources and the set of interscheme
properties holding among them, derived by the techniques described in the previous
sections.
For both representing complex information and inferring complex implicit cor-
relations, a particular Description Logic, called 

, has been proposed [3, 5, 11].
Here we use the SDR-Network model and 

for inferring complex correlations
among data encoded in information sources having different nature and structure.
The adoption of a formalism derived from Description Logics is motivated by
two main reasons. First, Description Logics are well suited for representing com-
plex semantic properties of represented domains. Second, DLs feature a precise
formal inference system, of which we take advantage as the basis for deriving com-
plex assertions.
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represents the proportion of instances of 

which are also instances of

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then all instances of 

are instances of 
 
.
The approach consists of two main phases: (i) Pre-processing phase (Phase 1),
where information sources, represented by SDR-Networks, are analyzed for ex-
tracting an initial set of assertions. In particular, first SDR-Networks are translated
into 

assertions, therefore obtaining a set of intrasource assertions; then the
set of interscheme properties holding among the information sources is analyzed
for obtaining basic assertions relating object classes belonging to different infor-
mation sources (intersource assertions). In this phase human domain experts can
provide other assertions which cannot be derived automatically from the structure of
SDR-Networks and which encode knowledge the domain experts claim to hold for
the given application. (ii) Discovering complex assertions (Phase 2), which is de-
voted to discover properties involving, in general, complex class expressions. This
phase works by case analysis, considering various possible combinations of basic
assertions.
4 Construction of the integrated and uniform repre-
sentation of information sources
In order to obtain an integrated and uniform representation of involved information
sources it is necessary to activate an integration procedure. This exploits the previ-
ously derived interscheme properties and the SDR-Networks associated to involved
information sources and constructs a global SDR-Network. In particular, involved
SDR-Networks are juxtaposed for obtaining a (temporarily redundant and, possi-
bly, ambiguous) global SDR-Network 

. SDR-Networks are rooted labeled
graphs. Therefore, one operation to be done is to obtain only one root in 

. In
particular, if the roots of the two SDR-Networks in input are synonyms, they must
be merged; otherwise, a new root node is created which is connected with the roots
of the two SDR-Networks.
After this, the algorithm exploits derived synonymies, homonymies and sub-
source similarities for normalizing 

. In particular, it first determines which
nodes must be assumed to coincide, to be completely distinct or to be renamed and
carries out the corresponding transformations on nodes and arcs of 

. Then, it
determines which sub-sources must be merged.













must be considered coinci-
dent in the integrated SDR-Network and, therefore, must be merged into a new node

 
. If two nodes are homonyms, they must be considered distinct in the integrated
SDR-Network and, consequently, at least one of them must be renamed.
After that all nodes have been examined, the algorithm normalizes the set of




 such that 

derives from a
merge process, it must be checked if 

is connected to 

by two arcs (note that
this situation could happen only if also 

derives from a merge process) and, in





the corresponding coefficients must be updated.
Finally, the algorithm considers similarities between sub-sources; note that only
similarities between sub-sources corresponding to rooted sub-nets are taken into
account. The merge of rooted sub-nets can lead to the presence of two arcs between
the same pair of nodes; if this happens, the two arcs must be merged.
The integration algorithm returns also some support information structures which
can be exploited by all applications that use the global integrated SDR-Network. In
more detail, these structures are: (i) a Set of Mappings, describing how each object
belonging to output information sources has been obtained from one or more ob-
jects belonging to input information sources; (ii) a Set of Views, allowing to obtain
the instances of objects of output information sources from instances of objects of
input information sources.
5 Applications
In this section we show how both the proposed framework and the SDR-Network
conceptual model can be useful in various application contexts.
E-commerce In this application case, trading partners frequently exchange mes-
sages that describe business transactions. Each trading partner uses its own message
format. In order to enable systems to exchange messages, application developers
must convert messages between the formats required by different trading partners.
In this application context the SDR-Network is extremely useful because: (i) it
is able to uniformly representing information sources having different formats; (ii)
it can support the extraction of intersource properties, such as synonymies, which
the translation process is based on.
A possible approach for carrying out the message exchange is composed by the
following steps:
  translation of the source and destination formats from their conceptual model
to the SDR-Network;
  integration of the SDR-Networks associated to source and destination formats
for obtaining a global SDR-Network;
  translation of the source data into the data of the global SDR-Network;
  translation of the data of the global SDR-Network into the destination data. It
is worth pointing out that, in many cases, source and destination data are quite
similar and that differences are mainly due to variations of their data models;
in this case the technique overviewed here appears particularly suited and can
be almost completely automated.
Semantic Query Processing In this case the user specifies a query and the system
tries to answer it. A user query could involve many information sources, possibly
having different formats and structures. A user may not know which information
sources contain data he is interested in as well as he could not be able to handle
a great number of information formats. For solving these problems, the mediator-
based Cooperative Information Systems have been proposed in the literature [19]. In
this architecture, the mediator has a global scheme expressed in a global conceptual
model which could be different from models of the involved information sources.
This global scheme can be constructed with the framework presented in this paper.
Data and Web Warehouses Data and Web Warehouses are decision support sys-
tems obtained from sets of information sources [14]. The process of data extraction
must transform data from the source format into the warehouse format; in order to
carry out its task it must exploit interscheme properties. When the involved informa-
tion sources are numerous and large, it is quite difficult to derive data marts directly
from transactional data; in this case a three level data warehouse architecture [8, 9]
is well suited. In this architecture, transactional data are first reconciled, integrated
and stored in a second level (called reconciled data level) and data marts are derived
from reconciled data instead of from transactional data. We argue that insterscheme
properties are extremely useful for reconciling data and that the SDR-Network is
well suited as the conceptual model for representing reconciled data.
Advanced Web Search Engines Web search engines generally work on exten-
sional data; indeed, they support users in the search of information sources contain-
ing some specific portion of data. However they are not able to associate data to
concept. Therefore, when the same extensional data are associated to different con-
cepts in different information sources, Web search engines are generally not able
to distinguish the various sources on a “semantic” or “context-based” basis and,
consequently, all found information sources are considered valid and returned to
the user. As an example, suppose a user specifies the word Stock because he/she
is interested in suppliers for his/her store; the Web search engine could return also
sources about stock exchange.
As a consequence, the necessity arises of tools able to derive source semantics,
on the one hand, and to describe the concepts of interest for the user, on the other
hand. We have already seen that the SDR-Network can describe the semantics of
information sources; the formal description of user interests can be obtained by ex-
ploiting user profiles. These can be represented by the SDR-Network conceptual
model. The suitable cooperation of these two tools allows to realize an approach
which exploits existing Web search engines but produces results which are seman-
tically more precise and which best fits user needs w.r.t. those directly produced by
the engines.
The basic idea is as follows: first the SDR-Network representation of the set of
sites considered interesting for the user is obtained; then, the SDR-Network repre-
sentation of the template of the document required by him/her is derived with the
support of the user profile; finally, interscheme properties derived from involved
information sources are exploited for improving the semantic characterization ca-
pabilities of the Web engine.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an approach for uniformly managing heterogeneous
semi-structured information sources. The proposed approach provides the follow-
ing novelties w.r.t. the existing ones: (i) the definition of a new conceptual model ca-
pable to represent information sources having different nature and structure; (ii) the
presentation of a graph-based technique for automatically extracting interscheme
properties and complex assertions between knowledge patterns holding among ob-
ject classes of heterogeneous information sources; (iii) the design of an algorithm
for the construction of a uniform representation of involved information sources.
At present we are working towards designing a tool capable to automatically
obtain SDR-Networks associated to input information sources and to derive inter-
scheme properties; moreover we are working on techniques that allow to extract
other interesting interscheme properties, such as hyponymies and hypernymies.
In the future we are planning to exploit SDR-Networks to support the construc-
tion of advanced Web search engines.
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